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OffenderWatch® is the nation’s largest and most versatile sex offender registry (SOR) monitoring and community notification resource for law enforcement.




[image: ]Your Partner in Public Safety

In collaboration with over 15,000 law enforcement agents, agency staff, and community members who closely monitor hundreds of thousands of dangerous sex offenders nationwide, we collect, store, maintain, and share the comprehensive records necessary to ensure that offenders are being tracked thoroughly and that the public is receiving the most accurate, up-to-date information possible on their status and location. 
	OffenderWatch® provides secure, tried-and-tested products backed by over 25 years of experience and technical expertise. 
	As the most highly configurable SOR monitoring tool available, OffenderWatch® enables agencies to achieve greater efficiency and compliance in any statutory environment. 
	OffenderWatch® platforms are easy to learn, quick to implement, and don't require a complete overhaul of agency procedures to operate.



[image: ]Family Safety App 
for Parents

The OffenderWatch® Family Safety App helps you protect your children from registered sex offenders with up-to-the-minute alerts and resources, including live family location tracking and an interactive map of registered offenders nearby.
Learn More

[image: ][image: ]Innovative Registry Tools 
for Law Enforcement

OffenderWatch® provides configurable SOR monitoring solutions that enable agencies to meet registration and community notification requirements for any statutory environment while saving time, money, and public resources.
Learn More


Why It Works

OffenderWatch® maintains the most comprehensive sex offender registry network available today and provides a secure hosted environment for agencies to collaborate between jurisdictions, share a common record, and automatically update the public. 
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Testimonials

Hear from real law enforcement officers about how OffenderWatch® has helped them track down and arrest dangerous sex offenders.




"Maintaining compliance with state and federal sex offender registry requirements used to be a major uphill battle for us...

Since we upgraded to OffenderWatch® PREMIER PLUS, we haven't had a single compliance issue. We're able to keep much more accurated SOR records, even though verification and registry management takes a tiny fraction of the time we used to spend on it."
- County Sheriff John Z
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"Thanks to OffenderWatch, our County Sheriff's Office has achieved 100% verification!

We know that our sex offender registry is reliable, up-to-date, and fully compliant, and the public knows they can rely on local law enforcement to provide them the important tips, up-to-the-minute alerts, and accurate records they need to help them keep their families safer."
- County Sheriff Bob W
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The relocation alerts of offenders coming into our area & when they have been booked into jail is worth every penny.

OffenderWatch® has provided Oklahoma City Police Department a more effective way of keeping track of our offenders, has a powerful search engine, and numerous reports. We have been able to go
paperless by uploading all documents into the offender record.
- 
Sherry O'Bryant
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OffenderWatch® helps us share detailed offender information with other agencies in minutes!

On a relocation, another agency was able to get all of the detailed information on an offender in minutes through the OffenderWatch network, instead of the weeks it might normally take outside of the network.
- 
Haley Lee
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Corpus Christi Police Department loves OffenderWatch!

Since we went to OffenderWatch, our staff is able to keep much better tabs on our offenders than before, and instantly run statewide or nationwide investigative searches from anywhere, anytime. Our county loves the web page, and we have hundreds of thousands of pageviews and emails a year!
- 
Yolanda Balli
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OffenderWatch® Upcoming Events

The OffenderWatch® team supports our law enforcement and community partners as we all work toward a shared mission to prevent the unthinkable, and we welcome the opportunity to meet with you face-to-face. View our event calendar to see where OffenderWatch® will be next.
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Palm Beach, FL


Jun 10, 2024
  -  
Jun 12, 2024



MCSA Summer Conference
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Oklahoma City, Oklahoma


Jun 24, 2024
  -  
Jun 27, 2024



NSA 2024 Annual Conference
REGISTER NOW! NSA 2024 Annual Conference JUNE 24-27, 2024 Oklahoma City Convention Center
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Hot Springs, AR


Jun 25, 2024
  -  
Jun 27, 2024



2024 Nlets Annual Business Meeting







All Events



OffenderWatch® in the Press & News

Check in with us frequently to stay updated on current news, events, and important developments on all things OffenderWatch®. 
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Family Safety Tips
News

Apr 5, 2024

Does Teaching Stranger Danger Make Kids Safer?
Learn More
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Family Safety Tips
News

Feb 6, 2024

Five Warning Signs of Online Grooming
Learn More
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Family Safety Tips
News

Feb 1, 2024

When and How to Help if You Suspect a Child Is Being Abused
Learn More
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Family Safety Tips
News

Jan 12, 2024

Online Safety Essentials for 2024  
Learn More
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